A.PART - Festival for Contemporary Dance Students and Alumni at ada Studio
May 17-26, 2019

OPEN CALL for Alumni.Tanz.Berlin
Dear all,
Hello!
This is an open call for the Alumni.Tanz.Berlin-module in our A.PART-Festival at ada
Studio that assembles for the first time the “S.o.S. - Students on Stage” festival and the
“Alumni.Tanz.Berlin- Festival” under one umbrella.
Alumni.Tanz.Berlin creates a platform for alumni of the Berlin schools for contemporary
dance (BDI, Dance Intensive Program/Tanzfabrik Berlin, DANCEWORKS berlin, ETAGE, HZT,
Tanzakademie balance 1) and aims at the presentation of works created by alumni as well
as at the support of the creative process.
We are looking for maximum 6 proposals for the creation of a work that will be presented in
the A.PART-Festival/Alumni.Tanz.Berlin on May 20-26, 2019.
If you are interested we invite you to write a proposal.
Please send us:
1. A short description of the project including the involved artists (up to 300 words) and the
planned length of the piece; link to recent works appreciated
2. Your short bio (up to 300 words)
3. A budget
4. The production schedule for the project (it must be between mid of February and
beginning of May, 2019)
The proposal can be in English or German. Please send it to alumni.tanz.berlin@gmail.com.
Info:
* You must be graduated from a Berlin dance school not earlier than summer 2017.
* The evening in which you will present your work will be a shared evening.
* We explicitly ask not only for stage works but also for site specific performances,
performance installations etc. that could take place in the surrounding area close to ada
Studio (Uferstudios yard, kitchen etc.)
* ada studio offers:
- a production fee, between 800,- € and 1.400,- €, depending on the proposed work
- dramaturgical advice/artistic dialogue and support in the production of the work
- technical support within the frame of a festival and a technical rehearsal
- video documentation
- press and pr work
- a review of the work by our studio writer
Please send us your proposal until the 20th of January 2019.
We will let you know about the results by beginning of February 2018.
If you have any questions please contact alumni.tanz.berlin@gmail.com.
Very best,
Alex Hennig, Cilgia Carla Gadola and Gabi Beier
The Alumni.Tanz.Berlin-Festival is funded by the Berlin Senate Department of Culture and Europe.

